
CABLE LOCKOUT DEVICESCABLE LOCKOUT DEVICES
CONQUER ANY ISOLATION POINT

For those hard-to-fit, hard-to-reach or just plain hard isolation points, cable lockout devices are an easy fix. 
Stop the trial and error, and unnecessarily full toolbox, that comes with stocking multiple application-specific 
devices. With a single cable device, you can lock out several disconnects and valves. Or, for those unusual 
energy isolation points, cable lockouts weave, shape or wrap to provide an easy, secure fit.

All-Purpose  
Cable Lockout

Clamping  
Cable Lockout

No-Handle Valve 
Lockout with Cable

 Panel Cable 
Lockout



Adaptable device fits in tight or tricky spaces and 
can lock out several isolation points at once

Ergonomic handle lets you easily pull cable tight to 
remove slack at any point in the process, even in a 
locked state

Use of a ferruled cable is not required, giving you 
the flexibility to cut spooled cable to specific lengths

Green may be used to indicate normally open valves 
and red for normally closed

Conquer tough or tight spaces and the widest variety of 
ball, gate and butterfly valves

Innovative design puts maximum options for a fixed 
counterpoint in play, including the immediate valve pipe   

Familiar quick-release trigger clamp with ergonomic 
grip allows for easy one-handed operation

Cam wheels grip cable securely, closable cam door 
prevents cable loosening or tampering, and panel door 
arm prevents clamp releasing

Bring the convenience of a cable lockout device to 
handle-off ball, gate and pneumatic valves

Goes on easy – just place cap, thread cable, close 
door, pull tight and apply padlock      

Stays on securely – tough cam wheels hold cable 
tight and closable protective cam door prevents 
loosening or tampering       

Two interchangeable rubber bases ensure a snug fit

Effectively locks out all breakers in a panel at once

One-piece design is easy to install and remove

Multiple attachment options to fit a wide range of 
electrical panel doors

Compact and lightweight to fit in a lockout bag or toolbox

Extra-secure cable hold with cam wheels and a sturdy, 
ribbed cable channel

50941 All-Purpose Cable Lockout with 8 ft. Nylon Cable Red

50943 All-Purpose Cable Lockout with 8 ft. Steel Cable Red

170378 All-Purpose Cable Lockout with 8 ft. Steel Cable Green

175644 No-Handle Valve Lockout with Cable

170481 Clamping Cable Lockout Red

170482 Clamping Cable Lockout Green

151633 Panel Cable Lockout

Add these versatile devices to your lockout tagout program today! 
Contact your Brady representative or shop BradyID.com.

All-Purpose Cable Lockout
Works where others don’t

Clamping Cable Lockout
Everything you love about the All-Purpose 
Cable Lockout, with a clamp

No-Handle Valve Lockout 
with Cable
No handle, no problem

Panel Cable Lockout
So many breakers … one device


